
krishna Khanikar
FRONT END DEVELOPER
Highly skilled UI Developer and Product designer with experience in creating digital interface ,
websites, user experience. I mainly focus on telling stories visually through enjoyble and meaningful
experiences by deploying new features with 10% higher performance than the previous UI Developer.

krishnakhanikarkhanikar@gmail.com 8527515998

New Delhi, India www.krishnakhanikar.com/

linkedin.com/in/krishnakhanikar github.com/krishnakhanikar11

EDUCATION

Bachelors of Electrical Engineering
Vellore Institute of Technology, Vellore
05/2019 - 05/2023, Tamil Nadu, India

WORK EXPERIENCE

Front End Developer
Deskcount
11/2020 - 05/2021, New Delhi, India
A platform where retailers can easily reach to the buyers when they
have new stock or selling the old stock.

Developed website and improved conversions by 100%,
using Javascript, HTML5, AND CSS.

Designed the UI/UX of the Deskcount's app which
increased the overall downloads of the app.

Through A/B testing of different components and
combination improved customer conversion by 12%.

Lead Product Designer
Paycrunch
10/2020 - 06/2021, New Delhi, India
PayCrunch is a micro-loan lending app that makes borrowing money
for students easier. It was recently been selected for the NASSCOM
10,000 Start-Ups.

As the Lead designer, I took responsibility from strategy to
the design of Paycrunch App and Website.

Spearheaded all design elements, templates, and brand
consistency.

Followed lean startup approach: MVP and rapid iterations.

Product Developer
Buildnetic
01/2021 - Present, Singapore
Buildnetic build customizes solutions to helps companies across the
globe.

Worked with companies like Marks & Spencer and Acuver
to review current products and provide design solutions to
solve user's needs and business challenges.

Designed a desktop dashboard for warehouse
management for an internal client, incorporating user
research and usability test findings.

Led product design/development for 5+ Companies.

SKILLS

Python HTML CSS JAVASCRIPT

TAILWIND CSS BOOTSTRAP REACT AWS

WIREFRAMING FIGMA GIT SWIFTUI

Next JS Googling Cloud Fundamentals

PERSONAL PROJECTS
Virgo (01/2020 - 12/2021)

Co-founded Virgo to penetrate the F&B Industry with our Contact-
less Dining Service to offer Fully optimized Contact-less
Technology to all Restaurants, QSRs and Cafes.

Grew to 15 active restaurants across Delhi-NCR.

Responsible for all UI/UX decisions to create visually stimulating
and delightful designs across Web and Mobile App.

Facebook 2.0 Redeveloped (03/2021 - 04/2021)
Developed a Social Media Webapp inspired by Facebook from
scratch using React and NextJs for the frontend and styled using
Tailwind CSS.

Integrated the user authentication for Facebook login using
NextAuth along with hosting the database in Firebase.

Lil's Dancer (01/2020 - 02/2020)
An online booking platform for different dance camps around the
city hence assisting my users to reserve a seat for their Lil one.

Fully responsible for the UI/UX and research for the product.

Other projects and corresponding code on github...

VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE
Apple Developer's Group (06/2020 - 04/2021)
Developer

VIT HACK (02/2020 - 04/2020)
Co-ordinator

CERTIFICATES
AWS Cloud foundation

LANGUAGES
English
Full Professional Proficiency

Hindi
Native or Bilingual Proficiency
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